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First measure

He is back...
The first day of March, of the year 1815,
Napoleon, the exiled emperor, arrives, again,
to a french shore

Napoleon in the battle of
Marengo (14 June 1800)
Épinal image (circa 1830)
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The place where
Napoleon
disembarked after
his flight from
Elba.
Engraving
published in the
book “Histoire de
France”, by H.
Bordier and E.
Charton. “Le
Magasin
Pittoresque”. Paris
(1862)

Napoleon is cheered
after his landing in
Golfe Juan.
Engraving published
in the first edition of
the “Mémorial de
Sainte-Hélène”,
written by count
Emmanuel Las
Cases. Illustrated by
Janet-Lange and G.
Janet. “Le Panthéon
Populaire” (circa
1858)
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Yes, He is back. Some french are delighted with that
unexpected new.
Specially veterans of the different napoleonic Armies

The veterans meet again the
emperor. An imaginative
interpretation of Job, the
artist who created the
definitive Iconography of the
Napoleonic Wars for
thousands of french children
during the last decades of
the XIXth century.
Watercolour published in
Georges Montorgueil´s book
“La cantinière”. Boivin et
Cíe. Paris (circa 1890)
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But there are other french who are not exactly pleased with this
unexpected, and feared, new

The restored king of France Louis XVIII, for example

Commemorative coin of the beginning of the reign of Louis XVIII. Despite he represented the
reaction against Napoleon and specially against the revolution (described as “the rebellion of
twenty-five years”) he made some liberal gestures. For example to kept a Parliament and
something that looked like a Constitution... Engraving published in the “Histoire de France”,
by H. Bordier and E. Charton. “Le Magasin Pittoresque”. Paris (1862)
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In fact, the Bourbons, their allies (Britain, Spain, Austria,
Russia...) and many french, had a very bad opinion about the
returned emperor, saw as an Ogre, a Monster, a warlike
Tyrant...
Antinapoleonic
cartoon depicting
Napoleon as an
apocalyptic plague.
(Original of the early
XIXth century
reproduced in a
postcard, circa
1900)

The king tries to stop him...
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General La Bédoyère
(1786-1815) and the 7th
regiment, sent to arrest
Napoleon, they decide to
leave the royalist ranks
and join to the emperor´s
little army.
Engraving published by
“Le voleur”, 13 March
1868

But general La Bédoyère is just the first one
who breaks his allegiance to the restored Bourbons...
The king Louis XVIII, abandoned by the main
part of his Army and generals, must escape from Paris to
Belgium, to protect himself under the bayonets of the allied
armies deployed there...
King Louis XVIII leaves
the Tuileries before the
arrival of Napoleon.
Engraving based on
an oil on canvas by
Gros published in the
“Histoire de France”,
by H. Bordier and E.
Charton. “Le Magasin
Pittoresque”. Paris
(1862),
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Second measure
The civil war is served...
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In the South and in the West, improvised armies are levied
among royalists who disliked the revolution of 1789, even
when Napoleon transformed that in simple Tyranny. Now,
in the year 1815, that people is called to arms again. And they
answer...
François Athanase Charette de la
Contrie (1763-1796).
Former Navy officer, became in 1793
one of the most renowned leaders of
the counterrevolutionaries of Vendée.
Left side: Pewter figurine, scale 12
cms. Painted by The Reding collection
Painting Service
Right side: engraving published in the
first edition of the “Mémorial de SainteHélène” by Janet-Lange (circa 1858).
There Napoleon mentions Charette on
good terms, despite the Vendée
armies fought him furiously both in
1799 and in 1815
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